Short-Term Recovery Plan
Bradenton Area Convention and Visitors Bureau
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Objective
To return to the market at the proper time, with limited funds, using the most cost
effective, cost efficient means possible. All efforts must be limited to those able to
demonstrate the most efficient and effective return on our investment on platforms that
consumers seek when having intent to travel. Two other viable tactics that are cost
efficient and important to the recovery will be public relations and social media initiatives.
Short-Term Plan as follows:

Phase I (Possible June – August 2020):
Phase I market return (hopefully June 2020) will only be initiated when specific market
indicators suggest that the destination may be able to attract visitors. Some indicators for
visitation include:
■■

■■

■■

State of Florida begins to open certain businesses, e.g., short-term
rental units, restaurants, and attractions.
Enhanced testing for the COVID-19 (consumer peace of mind, and
cases don’t increase on the recovery side)
Feeder markets showing a decrease in unemployment.

Geographic Target:
■■

■■

■■

Given the expectation of pent-up travel consumer demand, we will
focus on the “drive market” not only based on the “historic” drive
market, but by defining a potential drive radius targeting major markets
within the radius within the state as well as well as the Southeast
United States.
Phase I will be limited to only the “drive market”, especially since we
expect the air service will ramp up slowly. Some of our non-stop flights may
not resume until next winter, and the consumer perception of flying in the short-term
needs our consideration.
Target Demographic – Will reflect the destination’s traditional targeting, which may
also reflect a shifting due to seasonal considerations.
• Primary: Families with one or more children at home focusing primarily on
women aged 30 to 64 with Household Incomes of more than $100,000 per year.
• Secondary: Couples, focusing primarily on women 35 to 64 with household
incomes of more than $120,000 per year.
• Additionally, in anticipation of social aspects of pent-up demand, we may
consider generational targeting of couples (parents alone) travel as well as
grandparents with grandchildren.
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Phase I
Phase I Marketing Tactics:
■■

■■

■■

■■

Paid search – directly intercepting those online whose search
behavior shows an interest in and intent to travel.
Third-party online travel sites – these platforms have more
of a broad reach and, at times, overlap the paid search. These
platforms tend to target and attract those interested in and
showing intent to travel.
Social Media advertising/engagement – plan will “ramp up”
posts in our previously determined target markets in the “drive
market”, and our strategy will include boosting advertising to our target market that has
intent to travel.
Public Relations – efforts will include targeting media outlets, publications, editors and
travel writers who are more likely to reach audiences receptive to travel content. We
will also look to package our paid media with public relations tactics, knowing that our
competitive set will also be pursuing the aforementioned like never before.

■    Given

huge momentum prior to the current crisis, we will also launch over 100
complimentary TV spots in New York and Pittsburgh through established
in-market partners in order to re-establish those markets as soon as
possible. The spots will begin to help us soften these two top feeder
markets in advance of our Phase II marketing tactics.

■    In

addition, we plan on launching regional marketing initiatives to
invigorate hardest-hit aspects of our community and hospitality
economies such as restaurants and accommodations.
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Phase II
Phase II (possibly September – December, hopefully sooner)
During this phase, we would branch outside of the State of Florida
to target some of our top feeder markets. However, there are a few
indicators that are important prior to us launching Phase II:
■■

■■

Results of a travel consumer perception study in our top feeder
markets confirming their willingness/intent to travel, disposable
income and trust in flying.
Non-stop air service into Sarasota Bradenton International and Tampa
International Airports, confirming the means for the visitor to vacation in our destination.

■■

Top feeder markets are not seeing a severe COVID-19 setback.

■■

Seeing the unemployment rate on the decline.

Geographic Targets:
• It is likely we will focus our top feeder markets in the Northeast, and part of
the Midwest, initially.
• We will need to attack markets that we have penetrated well over the
past several years since they understand the characteristics of our
destination, and they know how to effectively get to our community.
We will continue the drive market if we continue to see results.

Northeast Markets to include:

Midwest Markets to include:

• New York

• Illinois

• Massachusetts

• Ohio

• New Jersey

• Michigan

• Pennsylvania
Please be aware that we have “paused” our
incentive marketing dollars with some of our
airline carriers. And if they restart certain
non-stop markets particularly in the Midwest
late summer, early fall, that will help support
growing markets that we will not be able to
attack in 2020.
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Phase II
Phase II Marketing Tactics:
■    Will

be consistent with Phase I marketing tactics, and
really focus on enhanced social media and public
relations tactics.

■■

Please note: we will not initiate media buys that will only
gain us “top of mind” brand awareness, except for strong
partnerships in New York and Pittsburgh. These out-of-home platforms
have given us a strong return since these partnerships have helped
us gain marketshare against our competitive set. The aforementioned
partnerships have built in “call to action” initiatives via sweepstakes/
promotional tactics.

Where Pirates

Get Their Sea Legs

Connect with a vacation destination that’s sure
to hit it out of the park, and one that’s been the
winter home of the Pirates for over 45 years.
Relax on island beaches. Rediscover the charm
of small-town main streets and beachside
boutiques. Or dine on the freshest Florida
seafood. Just a two hour flight away through
Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport.
Learn more online now.

BradentonGulfIslands.com
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Slow to Recover Segments
Slow to Recover Segments:
■■

Sports Tournaments
(May get a better pulse of this segment in June 2020)
Sports tournaments may recover slowly, depending on the evolution of
COVID-19 treatment and/or vaccine. Also, some of our clients have gone
defunct so we are reaching out to prospective clients that have inquired
about our venues in the past.
This recovery delay will limit our ability to “fill gaps” throughout the year, and it will
prevent us from bringing first-time visitors to our destination.

■■

United Kingdom and Central Europe
There are many variables to determine whether we will see these markets come
back as early as this fall, or if it may take up to 12 – 18 months. Regardless, it is
important for us to maintain our UK office (Gosh PR) so they can provide market
feedback, public relations initiatives, social media and communicate with our top tour
operators. Walking away from these markets could set us back years, affecting our
mid-summer/fall seasons in the long term. However, if this market does not begin to
recover by the end of this calendar year, we will need to revisit our overall approach.

Variables that will help us gauge these markets include:
• US lifting travel restrictions
• Flights to Florida, mainly to Tampa and
Orlando airports
• Consumer fear of flying, especially long haul
• Economic conditions in those markets
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Slow to Recover Segments
■■

Group/Conference Segment:
(Should get a pulse by July 2020)
This is another segment that may be slow to recover, as
we anticipate businesses/associations meeting virtually,
requiring us to study this market prior to infusing marketing
equity in top feeder markets. At this time, our staff
responsible with this segment will communicate with our
industry associations, e.g., Meeting Planners International,
Helms Briscoe, and Tallahassee Society of Association
Executives, so we are positioned to attack that segment
when recovered. Our staff will also shift their responsibility to
provide regional sales efforts to help support the recovery of
the Bradenton Area Convention Center and Powel Crosley
Estate and the arts and culture community.

All budgeted marketing/sponsorship dollars for the
aforementioned segments that will recover slowly will be held in
check, and possibly reallocated to the leisure market if we see
good results.
Other areas we will pause or reallocate dollars to recovering segments:
■■

■■

Film Commission
Plan is to “stand down” with this niche market and reallocate the budgeted amount to
our leisure marketing efforts. The Sarasota Film Commission closed its doors recently.
Campaigns
Although the benefit of highly developed, strongly themed campaigns, integrated
consistently through all marketing channels has proven viable historically, the
development costs to build a campaign is cost prohibitive at this time. Campaigns are
traditionally beneficial when times are good, and you have a community that is still
developing in nature, resulting in a short-term stimulus over and above the norm.
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Conclusion
To say the least, we are in an unprecedented time that is affecting our entire
economy, both domestically and globally. This is a time that we need to
simplify our approach and build a marketing plan that helps support the
recovery of our local economy.
We believe the phasing plan presented gives us an opportunity to
rebuild our industry gradually while managing a revised marketing
budget that is designed to increase as tourism increases, while
evaluating our initiatives and budget on a monthly basis. In short, as
business increases, we infuse additional marketing equity in markets that
are buying. If business is flat, we keep our marketing budget flat for that particular
month. If business retracts, we re-evaluate our targets.
The plan is to reallocate our funds that were approved for this fiscal year and utilize
them to help us begin our recovery without dipping into our emergency marketing funds
in reserve. This conscious approach will protect us if the state/country experiences a
sudden resurgence of the COVID-19 virus. Spending a high percentage of reserves and
having a health crisis setback would be detrimental to not only our overall tourism tax
coffer, but the commitments we have facilitated and paying debt service through countywide agreements.
Finally, we are a destination that has unique characteristics that tourists seek, and these
characteristics can’t be found anywhere else in the State of Florida, so that alone will help
us begin to recover.
You all have done a great job of helping us tell the marketplace our story, through our
brand elements that have been in place for over 10 years. The work we have all put
into our tourism outreach over the years will no doubt help us recover faster than most
because we all have partnered and challenged each other for the greater good.
Let’s manage this recovery one day at a time, one week at a time, and one
month at a time, and focus on what we have control over. I know in my
heart, we will all see success again as long as we stick together, and
partner in unique ways that stretch our dollar in the marketplace.
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